
Instructions for 'Odd Count Peyote Duo Bracelets - Jasmine' Kit
Project KB-GP-058EL   [Skill Level: Intermediate]
Designer: Kat Silvia

Project Components  | NOTE: To account for potential mistakes, there may be extra pieces of some types of findings.

1 - tube of gold lined delicas 1 - gold plated tube clasp two rings

1 - matte opaque bisque white cream seed beads 1 - gold plated tube clasp three rings

1 - opaque guava pink seed beads 1 - braided beading thread

1 - pink luster opaque mauve 1 - beading needles

Recommended Tools (not included)
Beading Needle, Scissors

Techniques Taught:
How to attach the clasps for odd count peyote duo bracelets, How to do odd count peyote stitch, How to tie a surgeon's knot

Instructions: For video instructions, go to www.beadaholique.com/how-to-make-the-odd-count-peyote-duo-bracelet-kits-by-
beadaholique.html

There are enough beads to make 7.5 inches of each pattern. The finished clasp will add about 1/2 inch to the bracelet.
So weave your desired length, then attach the clasp. Be sure to end your bracelet so that the thread is coming out on
the same side corner of the bracelet as the thread that is coming out from the beginning of your bracelet; see clasp
illustration and video for helpful instruction.

Cut a length of beading thread about 6 feet long (or as long as you are comfortable working with) and thread a beading needle.1. 

Attach a stopper bead* about 12 inches from the end of your thread by going through a spare bead and looping around back
through it again. (This is a bead that helps you anchor your thread as you begin your bead weaving; this bead will be removed
before you attach your clasp.)

2. 

Thread the beads for the first two rows by following along your pattern*. Beginning at the top left of your pattern part A, pick up the
beads in rows 1 and 2. Note that the instruction sheet for Odd Count Peyote Stitch shows a sample number of beads. This is the
technique for both bracelets just use the appropriate number of beads for the respective pattern.

3. 

Pick up the first bead for row 3, and go back though the second to last bead from the previous step.4. 

Following along your pattern, pick up the next bead for row 3. Skip a bead and go though the next bead. Continue this way across
row 3.

5. 

Follow along with Step 5-6 of the instruction sheet to add another bead and complete the turn around.6. 

Continue to stitch row 4 as seen in Step 7, by picking up the next bead in the pattern and going into the next bead.7. 

These patterns are geometric and designed to be continuous. Note: the patterns on the sheet are not exact continuations so simply
find the right spot on the pattern and repeat. Continue to stitch until you have woven your bracelet to your desired length. (Don't
forget that the clasp will add about 1/2" to your bracelet.)

8. 

As you work, you will need to tie off and add new thread. Tie off your thread when you have about 8 inches left. While you're in the
middle of a row bring your needle down though the thread between two adjacent beads and tie a knot by going through a loop as
seen in the video. Weave your thread through a few connecting beads and trim the thread.

9. 

Thread your needle with a new length of thread. Weave through a few connecting beads to get your needle into position to continue
weaving. Tie a knot to secure your thread and continue weaving. Leave a 6-8" tail to tie off and weave in.

10. 



When you have finished weaving your bracelet, do not tie off your thread. You will use it to attach the clasp.11. 

To attach the clasp*, please see the instruction sheet. The two ring clasp is used for pattern A, and the three ring clasp is used for
pattern B. Side A represents the end you have finished the bracelet on where the thread comes out from the end bead towards the
center. Side B represents the beginning of the bracelet where the thread comes out from the bead to the side. Follow along with the
steps to attach the clasp. It is recommended to weave back through the thread path of the clasp attachment to secure the clasp.
Please see video for further instruction.

12. 

Now weave down into the bracelet to tie off and weave in your threads.13. 

Using the tail from the beginning of the bracelet, remove the stopper bead and attach the second half of the clasp. Make sure the
two sides are facing the right way so your bracelet clasps properly.

14. 

Tie off and weave in all threads and cut them off.15. 

Repeat the above steps to complete pattern B for the second bracelet.16. 

Enjoy!17. 

*To see how to do this technique, please refer to the included techniques guide. Thank you!
All designs © Beadaholique Inc.
You may use our designs to make items for personal use or gifts.
Sale of our designs, whether in written form or assembled, is prohibited.



How to Attach the Clasps for the 
Odd Count Peyote Duo Bracelet Kits

Side A  
Step 1

Side A  
Step 2

Side B
Step 1

Side B
Step 2

Side A  
Step 1

Side A  
Step 2

Side B
Step 1

Side B
Step 2

Two Ring Clasp (15 beads wide) Three Ring Clasp (19 beads wide)



Odd Count Peyote Stitch

 2 Stringing the beads for row 1 and 2

 4 Row 3

 1 Adding the bead stopper

 3 Beginning row 3 

 6 Step 2 to turn the thread around 5 Step 1 to turn the thread around

 7 Beginning row 4

Place a stopper bead 12 inches from your thread tail.
Place a bead on thread and loop back through it. Pull.

Row 1

Row 2

Row 3

Row 1

Row 2

Row 4

Learn more about Peyote Stitch here:

https://www.beadaholique.com/
peyotestitch
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